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Final Deliverables

The final deliverables for your project are due on Monday the 11th by 5pm. Please follow the
following instructions to help me organize all of the project files:
1. Naming the files correctly helps a lot. For the example, suppose that your two team members
have names Smith and Jones, and the project title is “US Potato Transport.” Of course,
substitute your actual names and project title.
2. Please turn in all of your files zipped into a single file called: SmithJones-USPotatoTransport.zip.
No spaces in the name, please.
3. The zip file should include:
(a) Your presentation slides, in power point format, called
SmithJones-USPotatoTransport.pptx. No spaces in the name, please.
(b) Your executive summary, pdf format, called
SmithJones-USPotatoTransport-ExecutiveSummary.pdf. No spaces in the name,
please.
(c) All of your csv and gams file to reproduce your project results.
4. Thank you in advance for following the naming instructions, it really helps with posting the
projects online.
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Presentation Reviews

Each of you reviewed two preliminary executive summaries. During the presentations, you’ll give
reviews for the presentation of those same two groups. As in the executive summary reviews, let
the group know what you liked about their presentation and what they can improve on.
On the day that one of your assigned groups presents, please do the following:
• Write a 2-3 paragraph review of the group’s presentation. Bullet format is great for easily
communicating your separate comments on the presentation, both positive and negative.
• Please email me your review by the end of the day on which the group presented, in pdf
format. If the group’s project is “US Potato Transport,” call your review something like
USPotatoTransport-PresentationReview.pdf.
• Do not include your name on your review, that way we can keep the reviews blind, which
helps people be honest with their comments.
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